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Examnlen of moleculnr aggregales in whirh the
hydrogeii (or chlorine) bridges form :i ring.

dtt u •
i r\H'n Tlio tctramer of mcthanol3 was found in the vapoi. Tho
C
Zor, :fÄ yhe ^
-ny years nSo. The Utst e^ample
in Firare 1 the Chlorides of trivaleut metals, shows how another monova ent
atomffor cx'ample chlorine, can sometimes take the plaee of hydrogen ... subs.a,.11

AU Z'moSraggregates of this type, whose hydrofBröken
have a eharacteristic property in common. Each aggresate can .luaj bc ^
down into its eomponent molecules in two d.fferent tvays, ^he Wtoe^e et« ce
the two is that the hydrogen atoms of the br.dges belong e.ther to ° e " hc
"
of two neighboring molecules. This faet suggests a quahtum-mechan.oal
"ltion of the molecular aggregates of this type.
wni-n um tho
Let US suppose, for the moment, that the four molecules wh.ch make up the
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tctramcr of mctlmnol, in thc two configurations of Figure 2, do not interact among
Ihemsolvcs. If (hcy are four indcpundcnt molcculcs, thc total cncrgy of the system
is thc sum of thc cncrgics of cach component molcculc and doc.s not dcpend on thc
Position in spacc of thc molcculcs thcmsclvcs. Thus, thc two statcs in Figurc 2 are
distinct, but thcy have exactly equal cncrgics.
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//u = W0)IIW0)(lr = fuWIW'dT,
Hu = Su^IIWhlT = fu^II'u^dT,
S = fu^W0)dT.

Thc effect of thc interaction between the molcculcs is thus to split the degeneratc
fundamental level into two levels, for which
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Fio. 2.—The two dilTerent ways in which tlie tetrnmcr
of methanol cati he broken into four molcculcs.
Furthermore, let us write the exaet Hamiltonian // of thc system, now taking into
account the interactions between the molcculcs. As far as the first configuration
of Figure 2 is concerned, we can divide // into an unperturbcd Hamiltonian Hq,
corrcsj)onding to the total encrgy of the nonintcracting molcculcs, and into a pcrturbation //', corrcsponding to the interaction encrgy between the dilTerent molcculcs. In thc same way, considcring the second configuration of Figure 2, wc can
divide 7/ into a new unperturbcd Hamiltonian //q nud a pcrturbation II". Thc
two subdivisions of II are dilTerent because the protons of thc bridgcs are thought
to belong to dilTerent molcculcs in thc two cascs. Thus
II = //o + II' = //o + //'.
(l)

Vor., n?. 1907

Wc can always assume that S > 0, and from
/[«!«» - m^Y-dr > 0
we obtain
1 >.9.
Since cach of the operators II', II' is the sum of terms of the type cic-j/r,,.. thc
most important of which are negative because thcy represent thc attraction l)etween cach proton of a molcculc in the ring and thc clcctrons of thc Jone telrahedral
orbital of thc neighboring molcculc, it also follows that

(J)

If «fl Mo are the spatial jvirl of Ihc wave funetions dcscribing the two statcs of
Figure 2, we have
= ;^«i(0)

//o«2(fl) = EoU^\

(1)

whcrc E0 is four times thc encrgy of the fundamental state of a molcculc of methanol. Lei us denote by u thc spatial part of thc exaef wav(; fundion doscribing Ihc
fundamental state of the system, i.e.,
IIu = En,

>

(2)

whcrc E = En + t.
As a first approximation, we can now represent u as a linear combination of //1(n,
and «•/n), which are two lincarly independent funetions. Thus we can write
(//o + //,)«l(0, + X(//o + //1"2(0) = (Eo + 0(«i(0) + X«t(ni)

(3)

and taking into account (1),
//W0) + \II'uii0) = t(w,(0> + Xmj(0)).
<0)

(0)

(4)

Let us multiply this equation by Wi or i<2 and integrate over all the independent variables. If ?/„(l) and ?<2(0, are normalized to unity, we obtain
\ll\i + X//i2 = « + tXS,
///,. + X/7ji = eS + X,

Hn < 0,

II 12 < 0.

In fact, we can write
//,, = fu^iiWT = JrWowo)dT = 7rs < o.
whcrc 77" is a convcnient negative value of II". It is negative because in Ihc intcgration field in which i/i(0) and
are both sensibly dilTerent from zero, II" is always negative.
We can therefore concludc that at least one of the two levels into which the degeneratc unperturbcd fundamental level splits is a bound level. An estimation of
t he binding encrgy is impossible if no explieit expressions for the unperturbcd wave
funetions are available and calculations of the matrix Clements Hn and Ih* are not.
carried out. This, however, is a very laborious task, practically impossible at
present.
Thus we cannot say whether the type of bond discussed here has anything to do
with the so-called hydrogen bond. However, we can make the working hypothesis
that it has to be identified with the latter, and look for the consequences of such a
hypothesis which can be tested experimentally.
Our first aim is then to discuss the main features and propertics of this type of
4
bond and to apply the model previously described to a particular case in order to
suggest some concrete experiments. It should be noted that the above treatment
is a very simplified one. In general, more than two unperturbcd statcs of equal
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onergy should be considered, but our arguments are sufficient to demonstrate tlie
cxistcnce of a bound statc. We have uscd only the Schrodingcr cquation and the
general properties of its wavc functions, and no Special hypothesis has beon introduced.
This type of bond is completely different from those considered so far in the
ordinary theory of valence. It represents, however, a natural extension of that
theory. The main difference consists in the fact that it is not possible to localize
this bond between two particular atoms of the relevant molecules. In a ring of
hydrogen bridges, it is not possible to break one of the bridges and leave the other
bridges unaltered. This is because each bridge depends on a displacement of the
electrical charges in the neighboring molecules which must occur simultaneously
all along the ring. This Situation can be described by using the term coUcclive hond,
in which all the hydrogen bridges between the molecules composing the aggregate
are correlolcd.
Some obvious extensions of the preceding arguments should be mentioned. The
molecules in the aggregate can be different. The protons of the bridges can be displaced toward one of the neighboring molecules. Each proton can be divided between two equivalent positions, separated by a potential barrier and symmetrical
with respect to the middle point of the bridge. Each bridge can be on a straight
line or it can form an angle. Any number of molecules along the ring is possible,
from two to infinity, the latter case being that of an endless line, as is sometimes observed in crystals. The ring can be closed by alternate Single and double bonds
which can exchange their positions. l^or a collective bond of the type considercd
here to be established, it is sufTicient that two unj)crlurbed s tat es of (he syslcm
exist and that the perturbation be attractive.
Let us now discuss very briefly the simple but very important case of water in the
liquid State. All the theoretical models considered in the past have attributed to
water a complex strueture in which each molecule could be involved in a number of
independent hydrogen bonds, up to a maximum of four. In this way, very complex molecular aggregates would exist in the liquid and each of them would forni a
tridimensional net of molecules.
What can be foreseen on the basis of öur model is much simpler. Each oxygen
atom has four tetrahedrally hybridized Orbitals at its disposal, two of which are
lone Orbitals. Each collective bond involves one lone and one valence orbital.
Thus, each molecule of water can partieipate in no more than two hydrogen (collective) bonds.
Some of the types of molecular aggregates which exist in water, according to our
model, are shown in Figure 3. The simplest one is a dimer with a strueture similar
to that of diborane. It can, however, form two other bonds (rings of two molecules) with two other molecules of water. In this way we can obtain linear chains
made up of any number of molecules forming a series of independent rings each ol
which has two hydrogen bridges. We can also have rings of three, four, five, or
six molecules, the last of which is obviously a produet of the demolition of the
molecular network of ice. Furthermore, rings composed of different numbers of
molecules can be bound together in more complex systems.
All these molecular aggregates cannot have a permanent existence in the liquid.
Their life is necessarily short because in the collisions due to the thermal motions
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Tie. 3.—Examplos of molcciilar aggrcgules in waler
in the liquid stale.
some molecules can pass from one aggregate to another, only the total number of
hydrogen bridges remaining constant at constant temperature. The simplest case
is that of two linear chains that collide. After the collision, the system can proeeed
along a number of Channels all compatible with the conservat ion principles, in
which the number of the molecules in each chain is varied. Obviously, only whon
the parameters involved in the collision have very Special values is the transition
probability different from zero. Thus, only a very small fraction of the collisions is
effectively accompanied by a rearrangement of the molecules in the colliding aggregates, the mean life of which cannot be so short as to deprive our model of meaning.
Ün the other hand, each aggregate is a very complex system, and it is not conceivable that selection rules exist which can always prevent a transition from the initial
to each one of the final states previously considered.
We must then conclude that all possible types of aggregates are present in water
in different proportions, in a statistical equilibrium which depends on temperature.
A necessary consequence of our model is that a molecule of water can be involved
in no more than two independent collective hydrogen bonds and this must be subject to experimental verification. This was done, and the results were reported in
two papers presented at the ö2nd Italian Congress of Physics.1
As a concluding remark, I would like to emj)hasize the fact that the interbst of a
model resides not only in its capacity to describe correctly a number of experimentally observed phenomena, but also in its ability to offer reasons for other events
which do not take place but would be expected to do so. The very extraordinary
properties of water reside primarily in the fact that the oxygen atom possesses two
^valence and two lone tetrahedral hybridized orbitals, so that it can form exactly
two bonds each of which engages one lone and one valence orbital. In the same
way, it follows that nitrogen and fluorine atoms can be involved in no more than one
collective hydrogen bond. The first possesses only one lone tetrahedral hybridized
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orbital, aml the second threc. Finally, a t-arbon aloni cannftarticipate in collective hydrogeu bonds .at all bccause its four tctrahedral orbital« arc all valcnco
orbitals. So far, no othcr theory of the hydrogen bond has cxplained thcse very
simple and well known facts.
Summary.—A very common type of molccular association is examined m which
several molecules, each one stable on its owh, beconie bonnd to one anothcr thiough
hydrogen bridges forming a ring. Making use of the Schrödinger equation foi the
system, the existence of a bound state can be demonstrated.
' The working hypothesis is made that this new type of eolleetive bond, f(nnp<)seil
of a ring of eorrelated hydrogen bridges, can be identified with the so-callod "hydrogen bond," concerning which no satisfactory theory exists to date. On the
basis of this hypothesis, the strueture of water is discussed, specifying the types of
molecular aggregates present in it. It is shown that as a conseqnence of such a
model a molecule of water cannot partieipate in more than two independent hydrogen bonds, and not four as maintained till now. This can be verified experiinentally.
« Ageno, M., find C. Frontuli, Boll. Soc. Ilal Fis., 50,10 (19GG); Ageno, M., niul 1'. L. I'Klovhm,
Holl. Soc. Ilal. Fis., 50, 19-20 (lüGG). See also Ageno, M., flend. Accad. A'azl. Lincct, 40, 734-/31)
(jijGG).
1
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1959), 3d ed.; Pimentel, C. G., and A. L. MeCIellan, The Hydrogen Bond (San Francisco and
London:
W. II. Frceman and Co., 1960), pp. 203-205.
3
Wellner,
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ON TU1C INVUIMN OF TUE DENXITY GHADIENT AT TUE Fh'lNdE
OF TUE C0NVECT10N ZONE* ^
By S. M. Chitre and G. Shaviv
CAUKOIIXIA ISSTITVTE OK TECII.NOI.OCY, PASADBNA
Cominunicalcd by William .1. Fowler. Januar;, IS, 1007
l,UuKlmlum.-U is well known that the total pressure and the te.n|ien.lu.v int-reasc w one goes inward from the surfaee to the Center of a star Tha the c n<ity, on the othcr hand, does not necessarily inercasc w.th depth below thi .Ulfa -t
„•as pointed out by Hoyle andSehwarasehild (1905)'
,
by the numerieal intogrations of the solar surfaee layers by l'a.dkuci-,G i flilb.-.,. md
Hoyle (19G3).2 The question wasmisedbyTaylcrandC.ough(l%-) astow »e ri
the densitv gradient Inversion was real or whether it was due to the pari.cular
model of convection adopted by Faulkner cl al It is the purpose of Ins note to
.how that the Inversion is indeed genuine and results from the steep tcmperaUnc
gradient that exists in the outermost layers of the convection zone where convection
is not fully efficient and carries only a fraction (<72) of the total eneigj
..
\lso the electron pressure-temperature plane can be divided into reg.ons wheie
dp/dT is negative and positive. The dividing hne depends, m an m*xx"U^
manner, on the assumed model and efficiency of convect.on. In the case of the
sun it is the hydrogen ionization at about 10^ 0K that causes the opaety to go up
sharply and as a result the temperature gradient steepens therc« by muhm- .ng 1 e
density gradient. The Inversion necessarily results in a Rayleigh-1 ayloi mstabiht>.
Govcrning Eijuations.—Vor hydrostatic equilibrium, we have
dP.
(i)
-7- = -f/P,
dr
where P is the sum of the gas pressure and radiation pressure, p being the dens.ty,
and (j the acceleration due to gravity.
,
,
,•
The temperature gradient is given by the equation of radiative transfer
(IT
:k-p(F - C) = _ -hpal^
^.j)
3
dr
AacT
AacT*

T
/'

where C is the flux carried by convection and « is the fraction ol the total llux /•
carried by radiation [« = (/'' - O/F]. Other synibols have thenuisua m^uim
The notation used in this analysis is the same as that adopted by 1-aulknci al.
(1

TJnder conditions of very low density that prevail in stellar atmosphere. the
equation of state of an ideal gas holds very well and the electron picssuie Pt is gi\ cn
by
^
Pf = RpTO,
W
Ii being the gas constant and 0/mH the number of electrons per unit mass of
material {mn being the mass of the hydrogen atom). The express.on forj is given
?■ in the Appendix.
The gas pressure can be expressed as
573

